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Kennedy Library faces problems with crowding
The R obert E. Kennedy 
Library may run out of space for 
additional books within 10 years 
if collection growth continues at 
the present rate.
The $11.5 million library open­
ed its doors five years ago, with 
more than 157,000 square feet of 
usable floor space. However, in 
the past five years the library 
collection of more than 2 million 
items has continued to grow, and 
the building is already showing 
signs of crowding.
Charles R Beymer, interim 
library director, says: "Space-
wise, we don’t have 10 years of 
growth. I think we’re going to be 
very crowded in five to six 
years.’’
A library space committee was 
formed earlier this year to deal 
with the problem before it 
becomes critical.
Concern has been expressed 
about the entire California State 
University system regarding 
crowding of the 19 campus 
libraries.
The 1984-85 California Budget 
Act required the CSU system to 
submit a complete library space 
s tu d y  to  the  C a l i fo rn ia  
Postsecondary Education Com­
mission (CPEC) by Dec. 1, 1984. 
The CSU was also required to 
submit a final report including 
the commission’s comments to 
the Joint Legislative Budget 
Committee by Feb. I, 1985.
As it turned out, these 
deadlines largely invalidated the 
$2 million study.
The space study was hired out 
to  a p rivate  firm , HBW 
Associates, Inc. of Dallas. But 
according to a final draft from 
the CSU Chancellor’s Office, bids 
weren’t received and awarded 
until Sept. 24, 1984.
This left nine weeks for the 
HBW consultants to visit cam­
puses, collect data, audit space, 
evaluate standards and write the 
draft review and final report
Only nine of the 19 campuses 
were studied, and they are con­
sidered to be in the most critical 
situation Cal Poly was not in­
cluded.
CP EC’s comments on the 
study were mostly negative 
because HBW essentially par­
roted the CSU space formula
The library collection o f  more than 2 million 
items has continued to grow and will soon 
reach book space limitations. The library is 
already storing 30,000 volumes in the Dexter 
Building. A space committee was form ed earlier 
this year to deal with the crowding problem 
before it reaches a critical stage
By Craig Andrews
without evaluating the effec­
tiveness or obsolescence of the 
formula
A new building is not the solu 
tion to the space problem, says 
Paul T. Adalian Jr., reference 
department head and chair of the 
space committee.
The Chancellor’s Office and the 
state Legislature stmply won’t
approve a new building so soon 
after the construction of the 
present building, Adalian says.
Other alternatives must be 
sought, he asserts.
The HBW consultants recom­
mended cutting library staff 
space to 175 square feet per full 
time library staff person. The 
current CSU space formula in­
dicates a need for 225 square feet 
per full-time library staff person.
Adalian says the solution for 
many cramped libraries is to 
eliminate student seating to 
provide more stack space.
"We can hold this place for 
quite a while by putting stacks in 
seating areas,” Adalian says.
Robert E. Kennedy, Cal Poly
president emeritus, says, “ Th' 
biggest problem we had in term 
of the library prior to buildin; 
the new library was lack of spac 
for students." Kennedy, who wa' 
Cal Poly president from 1967 t< 
1979, oversaw the planning 
period for the Kennedy Librars 
which was a budget item by th 
time he retired.
" If they think we need to has. 
every piece of information in tin 
library, then we’re taking ovei 
the functions of the Library o< 
Congress,”  Kennedy says.
The Kennedy Library wa> 
designed to serve a maximurr 
full-time student enrollment oi 
15,000.
Kennedy says it was intendec 
that the new library should 
maintain a program of discarding 
rarely-used materials or convet 
ting them to microform.
Taking over student stud> 
space to accommodate mort 
books would be a mistake leadiiu 
to the same problems expen 
enced in the Walter F. Dexte. 
Library, Kennedy asserts.
"In the old library students 
studied on the floor, between 
stacks," Adalian says, noting, 
“ When you come down to it, 
students lose study space”
A d a l i a n  says  c o n t i n u a l  
weeding of materials would pre 
vent loss of seating.
CSU libraries are supposed to 
have seating for 20 percent of the 
campuses' full-time student 
body. Here the Kennedy Library 
falls short by 800 seats.
Adalian says other CSU 
libraries have already done away 
with substantial seating.
The library is already storing 
30,000 volumes in the Dcxtei 
Building. None of those boolci 
have circulated, Adalian say<^  
The books are in the card catalog 
but must be paged from Dexter. 
Once retrieved, the books stay in 
the main library. Therefore, 
books remaining in the Dextci 
Building haven’t been used r 
more than five years. That’s wh'. 
Adalian wants to get rid of tr, 
books in Dexter and use that 
space for weeding out the Ken 
nedy Library.
Adalian says discouraged si ' 
dents who can’t find books on 
See LIBRARY, back pagr
UC Santa Cruz mascot debate
Slug wins student vote
SANTA CRUZ (AP) — Go, Banana Slugsl
The slimy, yellow, snail-like creature that oozes slowly along the 
ground and can grow as big as a banana has won a student vote at 
the University of California’s Santa Cruz campus to be the official 
school mascot for its sports teams.
There’s one catch, though. The 1,441 to 2% vote is strictly advi­
sory, and Chancellor Robert Sinsheimer already has indicat^ he’s 
against the, ugh, idea.
The university, where some of the 7,700 students once urged 
stockpiling suicide pills in case of a nuclear war, now finds itself em­
broiled in an identity crisis. Sinsheimer favors the more traditional
Sac SLUGS, back page
Two Cal Poly biology 
students study the 
harmful effects of 
steroids. Page 7.
IN A WORD
en>thy*meme —  an argument or truncated 
syllogism In which one of the propostltlons, 
usually a premise. Is understood but not stated.
W EATHER
Tonight’s low will be In the upper 40e. On Wed- 
needay H will be sunny In the aftemon with highs 
In the upper 70a.
Tuoiclav, May 13,1986
ON THE STREET
What is the status of 
your senior project?
R alp h  S lo c u m , b u s ln c s t ,  
graduatiag senior:
The project is a brilliant idea and 
is yet still only a brilliant idea.
Eileen Tally, child development, 
gmdnaling senior:
It’s one-third underway —  to be 
completed June 13. It ’s a paper 
on development aphasia in 
children.
Michelle Hughes, Industrial 
technology, graduating senior:
Mine’s done —  believe it or not. 
I ’ve had too many friends who’ve 
had to come back and take an 
extra year to finish it.
Patty Hayes, liberal studies, 
graduating senior:
I didn’t do a senior project. I did 
student teaching instead —  two 
quarters, not paid. It was fun 
though.
Lori Maxzei, English, graduating 
senior:
I finished my senior project two 
quarters ago. I wrote a paper on 
the history of greeting cards and 
wrote a series of greeting cards 
for health and fitness conscious 
adults.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Alcohol on campus 
will cause problems
Editor —  The potential for a deci­
sion to allow alcohol to be served at 
athletic events on the Cal Poly 
campus has begun to pop up more 
often recently. These occurences 
bring rise to many questions.
Who will serve It —  the Founda­
tion, ASI or club concessionaires? 
Who will accept the responsibility 
and liability? Does Cal Poly need 
added risks to the current Insurance 
dilemma? What behavior will 
alcohol consumption provoke? Is 
this behavior desirable at our uni­
versity events? How can those who 
Indulge be controlled? Will Illegal 
consumption occur, bring ABC In­
volvement? Will non-drinkers and 
alumni be offended, harrassed, 
hurt? Will this decision take away 
more opportunities for teetotalers, 
underagers and sober people to at­
tend "dry” events and be free from 
the stench of alcohol and belching? 
How much will damage and Injury 
Increase? How much more trash 
and garbge will be strewn about our 
beautiful campus?
Keep In mind that more than just 
Poly students attend these events. 
What this all bolls down to is this: 1) 
Is the presence and consumption of 
alcohol necessary to enjoy the 
sporting events and concerts by all 
spectators, drinkers, non-drinkers 
and children? 2) Most people drive 
to these events, fight for the sparse 
parking and then will need to drive 
home. Should the university support 
or encourage drinking and driving? 
It will happeni
Maybe I am not alone In wanting 
a place to have fun with friends and 
family that Is not centered around 
alcohol, but people. There are plenty 
of alcohol avenues to pursue In San 
Luis Obispo before and after games 
and events. Patronize these off- 
campus businesses and let's all en­
joy some dry memorable fun on 
campus.
FRANK MERSON
Scientists versus SDÌ 
judge prematurely
Editor —  It scares me to think 
that some of the scientists In this 
country are so against supporting a 
non-nuclear deterrent to the arms
race that they would sign some silly ' 
pledge denying their talents to our ' 
nation's security. As a future  ^
engineer I would like to point out , 
that wo shouldn’t jump to conclu-  ^
slons about SDI's credibility just  ^
because of what scientists say.
The Union of Concerned Scien­
tists (UCS) reported that SDI would 
be ruinously expensive and argued 
that 2,400 defensive satellites would 
be needed for an effective shield. 
After receiving pressure from people 
like Robert Jastrow, former head of 
NASA’s Goddard Space Center, 
UCS concluded that actually only 79 
satellites would be needed.
Another error UCS made was 
claiming that a linear accelerator 
necessary to generate power for 
energy weapons would weigh 40,000 
tons, when a 25-ton accelerator 
would be just as effective.
OK, so they exaggerated a little. 
Errors like this add hundreds of 
billions of dollars to the proposed 
cost of SOI. It Is strange that these 
errors In the UCS report were not 
evenly distributed, but rather all 
pointed against strategic defense. 
These opposing scientists all 
reached conclusions within 10 days 
of Reagan's Initial speech. This is 
hardly enough time to research a 
project of this magnitude.
This leads me to believe that 
many scientists have made 
premature judgements about SOI 
and speak politically as an- 
tl-Reaganltes. I think scientists 
should be allowed to voice their 
opinions about important policy 
Issues: but these should not neces­
sarily be regarded as expert.
By cheating on the SALT treaties, 
the Soviets have amassed 2,500 new 
warheads and their beam weapon 
program is now three times the size 
of ours. The Soviet proposal should 
be seen for what It really Is —  a tac­
tic to stop U.S. research in an area 
where the USSR has been conduc­
ting extensive work for the last 10 
years. Reagan should stand tough 
on SDI.
PAULTROUSDALE
In long run, Libya 
bombing is the best
Editor —  I find it hard to believe 
there Is any negative reaction 
whatsoever in this country to our 
bombing of Libya. Most of the opi­
nions expressed in Mustang Dally
show a remarkable naivete and a 
Tsfueel to face the facts. Were we a 
little haaty? Should we have thought 
It out a little more before we acted? 
Of course notl Every other tactic 
had already been tried. We had 
aimply run out of alternatives 
Public condemnation, economic 
sanctions, and even a show of force 
had been tried, all to no avail.
True, Libya isn't the only sup 
porter of terrorism. But it’s one of 
the biggies, so our attack had sym 
bollc as well as practical value. It's 
likely that terrorism will Increase In 
the short run because of this, but 
sooner or later It will stop. And 
when It does. It won't be because 
we Ignored It and hoped it would go 
away —  It will be because leaders 
like Ronald Reagan and Maggie 
Thatcher had the courage to take 
action and do what is needed to be 
done. There Is a school of thought 
(especially popular In Europe, judg 
Ing by the recent demonstrations) 
that any action taken against ter 
rorism will only make the problem 
worse. The underlying assumption 
Is that there is nothing we can 
possibly do except wait for the sit 
uatlon to cool down on Its own. I 
beg to differ. The way to deal with a 
problem like this Is not to be nice to 
the perpetrators and hope they'll 
see fit to leave us alone and not 
blow us up In our streets and in our 
airplanes, but to destroy the pro­
blem at Its source, once and for all.
I was saddened to hear of the 
civilian casualties, but I was sad 
dened much more by the deaths of 
other Innocents, like Leon Klinghof 
fer and the little baby who was 
blown from that TW A plane to her 
death by a terrorist bomb. This 
epidemic of national hand-wringing 
reminds me of the 40th anniversary 
of the bombing of Hiroshima last 
summer. Many people were so 
preoccupied with guilt over the A 
bomb that they completely forgot 
about Pearl Harbor. Hopefully, Col­
onel Khadafy will wise up before his 
country gets turned Into a radioac 
tive glass bowl.
G EOFF MILLER
Letters policy
Mustang Daily encourages 
readers’ opinions, criticisms 
and comments. Letters and 
press releases should be 
submitted to Room 226 of the 
Graphic Arts Building, Cal 
Poly, San Luis Obispo, Calif., 
93407.
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Khadafy to expd foreign staffs
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) — Moanimar Khadafy’s government 
said Monday it will expel 36 staff members of seven West 
European embassies in retaliation for diplomatic sanctions im­
posed against Libya by those governments.
West European nations have ordered dozens of Libyan 
diplomats expelled since deciding April 21 to take the sanctions. 
The decision followed the U.S. bombing raid on this North Af­
rican country.
The official news agency JANA said the Foreign Ministry 
ordered 17 West European diplomats and 19 non-diplomatic 
Italian staff members to leave Libya, a former Italian colony, in 
a week to 10 days.
Diplomats and staff members remaining at the seven em­
bassies will not be permitted to travel outside Tripoli without 
permission, JANA said,
Chinese to launch US satellites
PEKING (AP) — China plans to launch two communications 
satellites for an American company before the end of next year, 
an official newspaper reported Monday. A Western diplomat 
said the agreement was not a surprise in light of the space 
shuttle grounding.
Teresat Inc. of Houston and the China Great Wall Industry 
Corp., a division of the Astronautics Ministry, signed a letter of 
intent for China to launch the satellites with Long March 3 
rockets, the official English-language China Daily reported.
“ All the American experts are convinced that the Chinese 
have the capability to integrate our satellites and launch them 
properly,” the newspaper quoted Henry A. Schwartz, president 
of Teresat, as saying.
Schwartz said that “ the Chinese were selected because they 
have launched 18 satellites since 1972 with only one failure.”
3 9 C  Hamburgers 
4 9 ^  Cheeseburgers
981 Footh ill B lvd. SLO
CONGRATULATIONS SPRING 
INITIATES OF TAU BETA PI 
NATIONAL ENGINEERING 
HONOR SOCIETY
Randy Howard Bret Allen
Lo Huynh Steve Ames
Phillip Kenneher Steve Burgett
Jon Krause Cathy Cafferty
Derek Lang Conrad Cajulis
Ben Lee Elizabeth Carter
Scott Liddy Kurt Clandening
Tim McPartland Mike Cummings
Jeff McCracken Chris Depaoli
Edward Mei Jeff Dewey
Steve Miller Kevin Dong
Alison Napoli Ken Dostaler
David Puhl Sonny Dong
Matt Pustejovsky Robert Fate
Ken Ristow Bill Fujimoto
Greg Schnorr Glenn Hermanson
Joseph Stoner Rob(n Hill
Richard Smymay Todd Hill
Kevin Weeks
o
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TUESDAY 13
•The Gay and Lesbian Student 
Un i o n  a l o n g  wi t h  t he  
Multicultural Center and the Cal 
Poly Housing Department will 
feature the film “ Pink Triangles” 
followed by a panel discussion 
concerning gay awareness. The 
free presenution will take place 
at 7 p.m. in San Luis Lounge.
•The English department will 
feature a lecture by poet Sue
Brannan Walker at II a.m. in 
Science Building Room B-S. 
Walker will discuss the poetry 
journal she edits titled, “ Nega­
tive Capability.”
WEDNESDAY 14
•Sign-ups for the annual Night 
Moves Fun Run to be held May 
15 will be taken at the Rec 
Sports Office in U.U. Room 119A 
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sponsored 
by Reaeational Sports, the run 
t rai l s  a r ound  campus  and 
through Poly Canyon. The entry 
fee is. S7, which includes a T- 
shirt, and $4 without. Entry fees 
will be $1 more the day of the 
race.
A ll entries to the Calendar section 
should b^'subm itted by noon the 
day before intended publication 
to Graphic Arts Building Room 
226. Information such as the 
name and type o f event, sponsor­
ing group or organiwion, time, 
date, cost and a contact number 
should be included. .
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'R w i fTRW. ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS INC.San Luis Obispo
PROGRAMMER ANALYST 
Generalist position available in our MIS section. 
Ability to analyze user problems/requirements In all 
departments and translate them Into hardware and 
software capabilities is necessary. Experience with 
HP3000/PRIME 995 and ASK MADIC Manufacturing 
System desirable. Generalist duties such as tape 
backup and report distribution, as well as degree In 
Computer Science or MIS required.
TRW  EPI offers an excellent salary and benefits 
package. Please apply at 1050 Southwood Dr., San 
Luis Obispo. EOE, M/F/D
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i Congratulations to the follow- 
ng Cal Poly achievers:
□Agrloslterc — The Cal Poly 
tudent chapter of the National 
vgri-M arketing  A ssocia tion  
•laced nrst in the marketing 
ompetition at a national con- 
erence earlier this month.
The 10 NAMA members sur- 
•assed the efforts of 22 other 
tudent chapters nationwide. 
:hapter adviser and agriculture 
irofessor Dan Bhick was named 
dviser of the year.
Cal Poly also ranked third in 
hapter of the year competition, 
nissing second place by two 
)oints.
Studenu ^attending the event 
n Dallas "were Taasasy Aases, 
*at BaMwla, Sanaae Bcaaasoat,
<lcli Fiorio, Theresa Garda, 
3ccaa Ladrow, Lisa Scaalla, 
^ayac Saodgrass, Seott Walker 
ind Taasasy Wise.
— Professor, Tiaiotky J. 
LaSaUc has been 'named execu- 
ive vice prsident of the Agricul- 
ural Education Foundation.
The foundation provides con* 
inuing education opportunities 
for California’s future agriculture 
eaders.
□  Eagiaccriag — Former bead 
of the civil and environmental 
engineering department Peter Y. 
Lee has assumed the duties of 
associate dean of the School of 
Engineering.
Lee joined the Cal Poly faculty 
in 1981 as professor and head of 
the> civil and environmental
N O f ' A  B L E S
engineering program. Before that 
he taught at Tulane University 
and South Dakota State Univer­
sity.
Lee succeeds Gastav N. 
Waaaci, who asked to return to 
full-time teaching and. research. 
The civil and environmental 
engineering program will be led 
on an interim basis by Stephen 
Hockaday.
□  English — Professor Angle 
Estes has been selected to par­
ticipate in a National Endow­
ment for the Humanities Semi­
nar, "Contemporary Poetry and 
the Modernist Tradition," at UC 
Berkeley this summer.
□  Library — A sso c ia te  
librarian Ilcnc Rocknsaa has been 
invited to present the resulu of 
her 198S sabbatical research, 
"End-User Search Services in 
Academic Libraries," at the 14th 
a n n u a l  L ib ra ry  O r ie n ta ­
tion-Instruction, or LOEX, con­
ference at Eastern Michigan 
University in May. Papers will 
also be included in the published 
proceedings of the conference.
□Physical cdacatloa — Rady 
Drcaacadorfer published an arti­
cle, "Plasma Aldosterone and 
Renal Function in Runners Dur­
ing a 20-day Road Race,”  in the 
European Journal of Applied 
Physiology.
□  A rch it cc larc  and En- 
vironascBlal Design — Land­
scape architecture professor 
A lec C. Loh and Scrim Dead of 
the architecture department 
presented a proposal, "E m ­
powering People to Retrofit 
Housing: One Solution for the- 
Elderly," for the session on 
Housing and Related Services at 
the 32nd annual Conference of 
the American Society on. Aging 
in San Francisco.
— Architecture professor 
James Bagnall has been elected 
director Tor the Western Region 
of the Association of CoUekiate 
Schools of Architecture.
In the position, Bagnall will 
guide ACSA semiiuus and other 
activities among the 20 schools 
of architecture west of the 
Rockies. The association, the 
preeminent organization of ar­
chitectural educators, includes 
102 schools in the United Sutes, 
divided into six regions.
BagnalTs three-year term (M 
the ACSA Board of Director 
begins in July.
□  Chemistry i — Professor 
Dennis Phillips authored and 
presented a paper at The Pitt­
sburgh Conference and Exposi­
tion on Analytical Chemistry and 
Applied Spectroscopy in Atlantic 
City. The paper was "Sulphur 
K-Beta Emission Studies on 
Sulphur-Bearing Heterocycles.”
□  Crop science — Jeff
Ptnkham was awarded first place 
in the Innovative Teaching 
Techniques competition spon­
sored by the North Central 
Branch of the Entomological 
Society of America at their an­
nual meeting in Minneapolis. 
Minn. His topic was "The Use of 
Concept ReUited Humor in a 
Lecture: A Serious Teaching 
Tool.”
□Graphic communication —
Professor Michad Bhun had an 
article, "Understanding Diffu­
sion T ran sfer M a te r ia ls ,"  
published in the March issue of 
Printing Journal. Blnm also had 
an article, "Typesetting From 
Magnetic Media,” published in 
the April issue of Printing Jour­
nal.
— Professor Gary Field 
recently presented a paper titled. 
"Color Variability Associated 
with P rin ting  OCR C olor 
Separations,” at the Technical 
Association of the Graphic Aits
annual conference in  Valley 
Forge. Peim.
— ColorOraphics Corp., a Los 
( Mifeles-based prinUng company, 
h |i i  e s ta b l is h e d  a Col- 
ofOraphics/Cal Poly: Partners in 
Ednci(tion Endowment.
Through its donation of 
SIO.OOO, the ctmeern has made a 
contribution toward the graphic 
communication department goal 
of Si million in endowments.
□ B m Im m  — Associate dean 
M. Zafar Iqhal has been elected 
to serve on the board of directors 
volunteers for the San Francisco 
General Hospital Medical Center.
□  Natnral rwourccs manage- 
meat — Professors Tim O’Keefe 
and Dong Ptirto presented a 
paper, "Wood Energy Develop- 
menu of the Central Coast Area 
of California,”  at the Residential 
Wood Energy Conference in 
Reno.
□  Philosophy — Professor 
Stanislaus J. Dundon par­
ticipated in a two-day workshop 
deeding with World Bimk evalua- 
don in development management 
and USAID "Public Choice” 
planning for regional water supp­
ly problems in Yemen at the an­
nual American Society for Public 
Administration convention in 
Anaheim in April.
Information fo r  Noubles must 
be submitted to the Mustang 
Daily office. Graphic Arts Budd­
ing Room 226, no later than Fri­
day at 4 p.m . fo r  consideration for 
Tuesday pubUcaiton.
m s  FUN BEING AT THE CENTER OF BTTENTiON
At Our Gala Barbeque, Saturday, May 17 12noon-6pm
M ustang Village will be giving away trips to  Jamaica, 
Hawaii or Mexico. Our drawing will be held a^ our gala 
live broadcast BBQ on KSLY May 17. Stop by our of­
fice and register to  win anytime.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm 
Sunday May 18 9am-6pm
• Closest off campus housing to Cal Poly
• Security and comfort /
• Pool, recreation and meeting rooms
• All reserved parking
• Five laundry facilities
• Creekside balconies
• A place to  study
• Convenient to banks and shopping centers
• Under New Management \ ug«m j
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The Mustang 
and His Maker
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Photos by
Shirley Thompson
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A Hants sculpture tHIed “Wbsre The HeN*s Hank?"
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Cal Poly students are reminded each day of 
their laascot, thanks to a lifasizc statue of a 
mustang sculpted by an animal and veterinary 
science professor.
The horse te the result of more than a year of 
planning and work on the part of Roy Harris, who 
has been teaching at Cal Poly for 33 years and 
sculpting in his spare time for more than 10 years. 
The finished piece now resides in a small pUua 
area between the University Union and the Ad­
ministration Building.
The mustang' sculpture is one of the few life-size 
sculptura he has made in his career, said Harris. 
Moat of the sculptures he has done have been 
smaller in scale, he said.
Harris said he became interested in art work at 
an early age, but the opportunity to actually 
becotne a sculfMor did not present itself until later 
in Hfe. “ Even though 1 have been biterested since 
I was y o m ^ .  either the time was not right or my 
nctivkiea were not condudva to artwork.”
Id 1972, Tom Johnston, head of the art 
ilrpartmint. iafhwnoed Harris to become involved 
in sculpting,' and. .oCfered to teach hfan the
mechanics and techniques, said Harris. Previous 
exposure came from hit sitter, who it an excellent 
artist, he said.
His main interest in the field it Western bronze 
sculpture. This includes horses, cows and cowboys 
— things that he is familiar with, said Harris. 
Having been bom and raised on a horse ranch in 
Idaho, Harris said he felt he really knew the horse 
anatomy enough to sculpt h. “ But it’s surprising 
how little you know, and how much study it re­
quired, when you start to do the art work.”
Harris does hit sculpting in hit spare time out of 
two studios in hit home. One he uses as a type of 
showroom for his work. The other is used to work 
on hit lifesize and monument pieces.
Betides the mustang, another large project that 
Harris hat worked on was sculpting two lifesize 
bronze skiers. The rest of hit sculptures have been 
tnaaller projects such at 130 editions of a smaller 
Mustang, 12 editions of the McLintock’t ' cowboy 
and a sculpture of 10 Arabian m ara for the Prince 
of Spain, Harris said.
"Most of my work at this point in time it large­
ly commission work," he said. Usually he hat 
anywhere from two to four commission pieces he
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Recondo Club fights 
‘ friendly guerillas ’ 
in weekend exercises
By Julie Aune Lauer
MaffWrttw
Dodging snipers, avoiding am- 
lushes and maneuvering through 
he hills of Camp San Luis were 
til in a day’s fun for the members 
i f  the Cal Poly Recondo Club as 
hey conducted their flnal ad- 
■ anced patrolling field exercise of 
he year on Saturday.
The day-long exercise was 
lesigned to test the skills the 
econdos have acquired during 
he past year in a field environ- 
nent.
The exercise involved splitting 
he club’s members into three 
eparate groups. Each group was 
old there were no friendly teams 
.1 the area and any contact 
/ould be with an enemy force.
The teams were given'Hhe map 
oordinates of a “ friendly guer­
illa fighter’’ who would give 
lem instructions on how to get 
0 their main objective known as 
'CvUlage.
Each group’s course was 
esigned so it crossed the paths 
f the other two groups as well 
s lead the group into a series of 
arefully prepared ambushes set 
p by club officen and ariiny 
eutenants.
“ The purpose was to test 
xmina, stealth, cleverness, tac- 
cal abilities and the ability to 
eal with stressful situations in a 
joibsu environment," said Tam 
/arren, commanding officer of 
le Recondo Chib.
According to John Esola, a 
tub  m em ber and com bat 
neran, the training received by
club members provides the build­
ing blocks of confidence and 
leadership ability while learning 
to handlq i  wide variety of pro­
blems.
Major Edward E. Hampton, 
the club’s adviser, believes the 
recondos receive more than just 
technical and tactical training. 
“ They learn how to persevere,” 
Hampton said. “ They develop an 
attitude of never giving up that 
can help them in their everyday 
lives.”
Building self-confidence and 
mental and physical poise is one 
of the objectives of the program.
Participants in the field exer­
cise said they found it to be an 
good learning experience.
“ The exercise provided a lot of 
experience,”  said Robert An­
thony, an ROTC cadet. “ It is a 
way of getting a head start on 
everyone else.”
Many of the members of the 
Recondo Club will go on to 
careers in the military and these 
exercises provide good practical 
experience. “ You can do a lot of 
classroom and simulated exer­
cises but until you engage the 
enemy you don’t know how you 
will react,”  said Mike Oervasoni, 
a M[arine officer cadet.
The leaders of the field exercise 
were very happy with the out­
come of the operation. “ I am 
very pleased with the perfor­
mance of the recondos,”  Warren 
said. “ They are a top-notch unit, 
a very motivated and dedicated 
group.”
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Black market sleroida. They’re 
commonplace aihoog am ateur 
and professional athletes to help 
in building suength. But the 
drugs have side effects that can 
harm those who use them.
Biology students Cristy Hayek 
and Mary Beard are researching 
the physiological effects of 
anabolic s tero ids used by 
bodybuilders and other athletes 
aspart of their senior project.
Anabolic steroids contain a 
synthetic version of the male 
hormone testosterone. The syn­
thetic hormone causes men to be 
more aggressive and it can cause 
an increase in their sex drive.
Bodybuilders and o th er 
athletes sometimes use steroids 
because they help build strength 
and lean muscle mass. The drug 
gives its users a physical advan­
tage over an athlete with iden­
tical training who has not used 
steroids.
Hayek’s research includes a 
review of past studies and an 
experiment using laboratory 
mice to determine some of the ef­
fects of steroids.
Carefully measured amounts of 
the steroid administered to mice 
are being studied to help deter­
mine how the body as a whole is 
affected by the drug. Hayek said 
the amount of the steroid ad­
ministered to the mice is propor­
tionally equivalent to the amount 
used by some local bodybuilders.
The effect of the steroids on 
the animals’ weight, muscles, 
fertility and offspring are the 
focus of their study. Forty mice 
are involved in the experiment, 
which includes the test mice and 
a control group.
According to Hayek’s research, 
close to 99 percent of the men 
involved in t^ybuild ing use the
n STEROIDS
Usee/ to help build strength by amateur and professional 
athletes alike, these synthetic hormones have side 
effects that can harm those who use them. Liver cancer, 
high blood pressure and infertility are some o f  the 
effects, and women have been known to take on masculine 
traits, including deep voices and body hair
drug. The research also revealed 
a disturbing number of female 
bodybuilders are also using 
steroids.
Some of the negative effects of 
the drug include liver cancer, 
high blood pressure, infertility 
and arterk)S(;lerosi$ (a thickening 
of the Ivalls of the arteries).
Women who use, the drug have 
been known to develop deeper 
voices, body hair and other 
masculine side effects. Many of 
the long-term effects of steroids 
are not known yet because in- 
depth research into the drug’s 
effeas have been done only in 
the past few years.
Bodybuilders use the drug in 
doses of up to 300 times what is 
recommended by the Food and 
Drug Administration for medical 
use. The drug is usually taken in 
cycles that average about 10 
weeks. During this cycle people 
slowly build up the dosage taken 
until they reach a peak, usually
in time for a competition. After 
reaching the peak or after com­
petition they will usually stop 
using the drug for about four 
weeks.
In the United States the drug 
can be purchased legally only by 
prescription. Steroids are almost 
never prescribed for athletes 
because the negative effects of 
the drug have been shown to far 
outweigh the positive effects.
The drug can be purchased 
over the counter in Mexico and 
can easily be brought into the 
country. As a result the drug is 
available for purchase through 
local suppliers. ^
Suppliers typically sell the 
drug at gyms, making it easy for 
anyone who wishes to purchase 
the product. “ Its not like cocaine 
or pot where the police are on the 
lookout,’’ Hayek said. “ It is sold 
relatively openly.”
Hayek said because the drug is 
purchased by people through the 
black market most steroid users 
do not understand the negative 
side effects of the drug.
Hayek’s and Beard’s research 
is being aided by Searle Phar­
maceuticals, which is providing 
the anabolic steroid Ana bar for 
the project. Hayek said the com­
pany has been very helpful in 
providing as much of the drug as 
necessary for the reseach.
It is very rare for a projea of 
this type to be done as a senior 
project in the biology depart­
ment at Cal Poly, Hayek said. 
The department hopes to con­
tinue the research after the stu- 
denu’ senior project is com­
p lied  at the end of spring 
quarter. Hayek said she hopes 
the research on steroids will help 
lead to more studies of this type 
in the future.
A Northerner's View o f the Central Coast
Editor’s note: J.D . Pinkham is a 
visiting professor in the crop science 
department. He wrote the following article 
as a reflection on his stay at Cal Poly.
B) J.D. P in k h u
There seems to be some confusion 
among my students and peers regarding 
■ny point of origin. Allow me to clarify. 
I’m a native Minnesotan bom and bred. 
However, I spent seven years of my life In 
the prairie town of Fargo, N.D., while at­
tending graduate school. I have a tenden­
cy to fluctuate between these , two sutes 
when relating tales of the gres&! northland 
in my lectures, thus the uncertainty .
There has always been a mystique sur­
rounding th is  a rea  which native 
Midwesterners simply refer to as “ up 
north.” It is an enigma, a surreal region 
that few people in this neck of the beach 
M''« experienced. One reason is winter, 
"inter in North DakoU is, to say the 
lea«, a unique experience. There were 
times when I half expected Rod Serling to 
t^ep from behind a snow drift and utter, 
'Submitted for your approval, a young 
graduate studen^  jWaudering to a land
frozen in temperature, time and space. His 
tenuous First steps will lead him into en­
counters that will test both mind and 
body, for this student has entered the 
crossroads that lead in and out of ‘The 
Twilight Zone.’ ”
Two years ago last Christmas the 
temperature in Fargo dropped to a brisk 
40 degrees below zero, ( l i e  Scandinavian 
temperature rating system is as follows: 
0-20 below, tropical: 20-30 below, cool; 
30-40 below, brisk; more than 40 below, 
nippy.) Add to this temperature a 43 mph 
wind and we had a dandy little wind chill 
factor of 100 degrees below zero. Unreal. 
Believe it or not, I actually like winter, but 
thftt was even too much for me to handle.
The weather is an integral part of the 
“ up northerner” persona. Even the North 
DakoU sute motto proudly proclaims, 
“ 40 below keeps out the riff-raff.”  There 
are numerous other sayings associated 
with the area, for example: “ The land pf 
blond hair and blue ears,”  “The land of 
10,000 Olsons,”  “ North DakoU isn’t the 
end of the world, but you can sure see it 
from there,”  and so on. This latter slogan 
b  actually true. Drive to Frozen Duck, 
North DakoU, uke  the first right after
the grain elevator, go three miles and 
there you are. Unfortunately, the “ End o’ 
the World” s u u  park and scenic view 
never became the tourbt attraction the 
sute hoped it would.
In fact, few travelers actually seek out 
North DakoU as a vacation paradise. The 
folks who live there think that’s just fine, 
thank you. Partial blame can be attributed 
to the constant wind which b  strong 
enough to blow television and radio
signab away from houses upwind only to 
be picked up by everybody three states 
downwind. The wind begins to the far nor­
thern reaches of Canada and rumbles and 
howb into the su te  whh only barbed wire 
fences and water towers to slow iu  pro- 
greu. That’s th4 other problem: there are 
no hilb to speak of and fewer trees, Then 
there’s that cold again. Awesome, nose- 
numbing, bone-busting cold. More than
once a passerby on the street has had to 
perform the humanitarian act of kicking
tome poor dog off of a fire hydrant. Spit 
crackles and freezes before it hiu the 
ground, windows crystalize and shatter
and match flames freeze before they reach 
a cigarette.
On the other end of the spectrum b
summer. Once the great Fargo glacier 
begins to retreat (around June or to) 
temperatures of 100 degrees with mat- 
c h i^  humidity are not uncommon. ‘‘Nine 
months of winter and three months of 
tough sledding”  b  a popular saying. Did I 
forget to mention the mosquitoes? The 
locab refer to them a t the sute bbd or 
flying syringe. I’m not just talking about 
one or two, but enough of the beasu to 
blot out the tun.
What could be stranger than living to a 
place like thb? Actually eiVoying it. I 
must confeu, I number myself among thb 
bizarre group and I don’t mind mytog my 
wife and I were quite u d  when we left 
North DakoU to assume my job at a sab­
batical pinch hitter at Cal Ptrfy. I had no 
idea what to expect. Would my studenu 
be sporting Mohawks and surfboards? 
Would I have to learn a whole new 
language like “ fer sure” and “touUy?” 
Would I find myself in the valley of the 
infamous valley gbb?
Without a doubt, my suy at Cal Poly 
has been one of the most rewarding expe­
riences of my life, yet there were a few 
things I had to get used to. Coming at 1 
Sae NORTHENER, gaga 9
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Zeta Tau Alpha, Theta Chi top Greek Week competition
HOILV m>VPtTYIII»»m n  M y
UmMa CN AlplM fratMnlty mwnban g«l tlwli land cralt, “Babyamar,” r a ^  for tha tub raea Sunday. Tha raaa, addch atartad at tt»a Omamantal Hoflteultura Unit, waa part of Qraak Waak aetMtlao.
The 1986 Greek Week came to 
a close Sunday with an awards 
ceremony at Delta Tau frateriii-
«y.
Zeu Tau Alpha sorority with a 
total of 290 points and Theta Chi 
fraternity with a total of 281 
poinu took first place overall in 
the'Greek WeeH competition. The 
week’s events '‘started wlth~ i  
volleyball toumpment and ended
Baubles«
and
Bangles
Jewelry
Sale
May
12-16
with the Greek Olympiad at^Port 
San Luis on Saturday.
Finishing behind Zeta Tau 
Alpha was Gamma Phi Beta 
(270), Alpha Phi (246), Alpha Chi 
Omega (207) and Sigma Kappa 
(183). Behind Theta Chi was 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (271), 
Lambda Chi Alpha (234), Sigma 
Nu (169), Phi Psi (133) and Beta 
Theta Pi (130).
Greek Goddess was Francine 
Ming from Gamma Phi Beta. 
Runnerup was Julie Fiorini from 
Alpha Chi Omega; third was 
Chris PapouHas front Alpha Up- 
silon.
In the bike race. Alpha Chi 
Omega took first. Zeta Tau 
Alpha second and Gamma Phi 
Beta third. For the fraternities. 
Theta Chi took first. Delta Sigma 
Phi second. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
third. Sigma Nu fourth and Phi 
Kappa Psi and Lambda Chi 
Alpha tied for fifth.
In the volleyball competition.
Alpha Phi won first. Sigma
K a i^  second and Z eu  Tau 
Alpha third. For the fraternities.
Delta Sigma Phi won first, Beu
Theu Pi second. Sigma Nu third. 
Delta Tau fourth and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fifth.
In the swim races. Gamma Phi 
Beta took first. Alpha Chi
Omega second and Alpha Phi 
third. For the fratemiti«. Alpha 
Sigma was first. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon second. Delta Tau third. 
Alpha Epsilon fourth and Phi 
Kappa Psi and Delu Sigma Phi 
tied for fifth.
In the wrestling competition.
Lambda Chi Alpha took first, 
then Beu Theta Pi, Delta Tau, 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha 
Epsilon Pi.
In the Greek Sing competition 
that was held in Chumash
Auditorium, Gamma Phi Beu 
won the sweepstakes award with 
their navy theme and tap danc­
ing. Behind Gamma Phi Beu,
EJCoricJ
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was Alpha Phi in first place. 
Sigma Kappa in second and Zeta 
Tau Alpha in third. For the 
fraternities. Lambda Chi Alpha 
won first with "Pee Wee Greek 
Adventure" and their u lu te to 
the song "We Are The World." 
Sigma Nu took second, then 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Phi Psi 
, and Alpha Sigma.
On Saturday at Port San Luis 
was the Greek Olympiad. Greeks 
competed in various events 
throughout the day. Zeu Tau 
Alpha took first, then Alpha Phi 
and Gamma Phi Beta. For the 
fraternités. Lambda Chi Alpha 
was first, then Sigma Alpha Ep­
silon, Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Nu 
and Alpha Sigma.
Saturday afternoon the annual 
chariot races took place on the 
beach at Port San Luis. Delta 
Sigma Phi won first, Theu Chi 
second and Sigma Nu third.
The tub races were held on the 
ornamental horticulture hill 
where the fraternities raced their 
bathtubs. Theu Chi won first.
then Alpha Upsilon, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Gamma 
Rho and Deha Tan. »
In the car rally, Zeta Tau 
Alpha took first, then Sigma
Kappa and Alpha Omicron Pi.
For the fraternities. Lambda Chi 
Alpha took first, then Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Phi Kappa 
Psi.
The new Interfraternity Coun­
cil officers were also announced 
on Saturday. President for the 
1986-87 year is Jeff Toll from 
Delta Tau, vice president is John 
Fricks from Sigma Nu, treasurer 
is Jay Hansen from Phi Kappa 
Psi, secretary is Brett Yokom 
from Delu Tau, rush chairman is 
Galen Thomas from Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon, social is Brian Ternan 
from Alpha Upsilon and sports is 
Pete Back from Lambda Chi 
Alpha.
Outstanding Greek for the 
sororities is Laura Humecke 
fixmi Alpha Chi Omega and for 
the fraternities, Paul Oendron 
from Phi Kappa Psi. They were 
each presented with a plaque.
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North Carolina fire in second week
FroBpage? -  '
Idid from the lanl o f wheat and 
I soybeans and more wheat I suf- 
Ifered a s lig h t c a se  o f  
griculture-shock. Artichokes, 
nrapes, broccoli and kiwis Oust 
Ito name a few) took some time to 
Iconprehend. Then there is the 
lierrain, real honest to goodness 
liopography! Hills, valleys, trees, 
vensome lakes.
How about your weather? 1 
¡hate to be the one to break this, 
ut you really have very little 
aeather: it’s always sunny and 
aarm. An unusual aspect of the 
brown is referred to as “ Califor- 
gold.” That may be, but 
ahen a lawn dies 1 doubt the 
owners are proud of its gold col- 
f. It’s still dead grass no matter 
ahat you call it.
It took me a while to get over 
fact I was not qualiHed to 
urchase a “ California Native” 
bumper sticker. Some folks seem 
|o take a lot of pride in that fact, 
hey are the ones who put that 
articular sticker next to the 
I'Welcome to California, now go 
borne” sticker. I have yet to meet 
nybody who actually touts this 
bhilosophy; in fact the people of 
he Central Coast are among the
tkiiegt folks I have ever met. Still, 
I would like to give a very special 
of the mortar board to the 
faculty and students of Cal Poly. 
You people are, in two words, top 
shelf. Everyone has made my 
stay extremely challenging, 
stimulating, interesting and en­
joyable. This is truly a unique 
institution filled with unique 
people. To say I will miss it all is 
a gross understatement. With 
the possibility of teaching one 
more quarter next year, it ap­
pears this aiuarter will be my 
last. It’s time to move on. I 
couldn’t have picked a better 
place to start my career and 1 am 
forever grateful tp those who 
made this job possible and to my 
studenu who made this sojourn 
such a treat. I believe I learned 
as much from you as you 
hopefully learned from me.
Just as ules of North Dakota 
are woven into my Poly lectures, 
so will stories of Poly be entren­
ched in the lectures of my next 
position, wherever that may be. 
The Central Coast and Cal Poly 
in particular will always be a 
golden memory. Thank you all 
very much.
HAMPSTEAD, N.C. (AP) — 
Firefighters on Monday contain­
ed a lArmile-long blaze that has 
consumed 70,000 acres in its 
weeklong, erratic path through 
swampy southeastern North 
Carolina.
As about 75 fresh firefighters 
were rotated in to fight the fire, 
officials hoped steady winds 
would keep the flames away from 
populated areas to the north. 
More than 5,000 people have 
been evacuated but only two 
buildings have b e ^  destroyed.
SCULPTOR
By afternoon, the fire had 
closed ranks with a smaller blaze 
but Feldman Corn of the state 
Division of Forest Resources i said 
it had been contained.
“ Right now the fire does have 
lines around most of it.” said 
Rebecca Richards, a division 
spokeswoman. “ We don’t know if 
they’re going to hold yet.
“ We’re going to wait and see 
what the wind does and we just 
hope it’s not as erratic as it has 
been,”  she said earlier in the day.
A thick layer of gray smoke 
clung to smoldering remains of 
pine foresu in Pender County, 
obscuring the flames from spot-~ 
ter airplanes.-
From page S
is working on at a time. “ I’ve 
never been to the point where I 
don’t have a project that I am 
working on ... I think that I am 
really lucky that I’ve been able 
to keep going.”
Harris said he has found his 
career as a sculptor very satis­
fying. “ I t’s been rewarding 
financially and emotionally ... it’s 
a way that I’ve been able to vent 
my creativity.”  He added that he 
plans to retire from teaching 
within the next two years and 
will then pursue sculpting full­
time.
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Women capture CCA A track title i
T here were no su rp rises 
Saturday at the CCAA Women’s 
Track and Field Championships 
in Pomona — the Mustangs 
brought home their sixth cham­
pionship title.
The Mustangs scored 216 team 
points, which is a new CCAA 
record. Cal State Northridge 
finished second with 180 points 
and Cal Poly Pomona was third 
with 119.
“ We had an outstanding 
m eet,”  said Mustang coach 
Lance Harter. “ We didn’t load 
up either. We could have stacked 
certain events to get more points 
but we didn’t need to .’’
Sharon Hanson shattered the 
CCAA C ham pionsh ip  meet 
record in the 400-meter hurdles 
by almost three seconds. The old 
record was 62.1 set in 1983 by 
Chris Dubois, also from Cal Poly.
Hanson’s reeord time was 39.1 
which also broke the Sbhool 
record at Cal Poly. Laurie Hagan 
Tmished second in M.8.
'' Patrice Carpenter also had a 
big day, winning the 100, 200 
and 400-meters and anchoring 
the winning 4 X 100-meter relay 
team. She won the 100-meters in 
11.63, the 200-meters in 24.06 
and the 400-meters in 33.90.
The Mustang 4 X 100-meter
relay team of Felicia Saville, 
Hagan, Lynette Farnum ahd 
Carpenter dominated the eveni 
coming in a strong furst place 
with a time of 46.13. The next 
closest team was Northridge, 
coming in more than a second 
behind at 47.21.
Hagan, Karen Dowell, Saville 
and Hanson teamed up in the 4 
X 400-meter relay to take first 
with a time of T:47.47.
Sharon Hanaon, cantar, laada tha flald In tha 400malar hunitaa during tha 
raeofd In that avant at Cal Poly Pomona. Laurla Hagan, right, finiahad aaeond 
Slata Loa Angalaa.
DAaVI. anOFTAUOWMwleee OMy 
Poly Royal InvHatlonal. Saturday, Hanaon broka tha CCAA Champlonahlp 
Saturday. Tha Muatanga ara praparing tor tha NCAA ChamplonaMpa at Cal
Carew gives up hopes o f playing in majors
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Seven-time American League 
batting champion Rod Carew 
said Monday he has given up 
hope of playing major league 
baseball again.
“ I don’t have any hopes of
^Grand Terraced 
Apts.
1 Bedroom Furnished 
Townhouses
• Laundry Facilities 
•Free cable TV, water
• Free parking 
•Pool
• 4'blocks from Poly 
•Now leasing for ‘86-
‘87 contracts
614 Grand Ave. 
544-6174
anyone signing me," Carew told 
The Associated Press by tele­
phone from his Anaheim Hills, 
home. “ I’d like to play. 1 don’t 
understand what’s going on but 1 
don’t sit around thinking about 
it, worrying about it. I’m just 
going on with my life.
“ If that’s the way it’s going to 
end, that’s the way it’s going to 
end. If it’s not in your control, 
there’s not much you can do."
Carew, 40, was the Cahfomia 
Angels’ leading hitter for five of 
the past six seasons, including 
last year when he batted .280. He 
said last year that he wanted to 
play the 1986 season, then retire.
The Angels, however, decided 
during the off-season that they 
would give Carew’s Hrst base job 
to rookie Wally Joyner and 
didn’t offer Carew a new con- 
uact. Joyner, 23, has been a big 
success, hitting .316 with 10 
homers and a major league­
leading 29 rims batted in.
Carew earned $900,000 with 
the Angels last year and his high 
salary might have scared off 
potential employers, but he has 
emphasized that he would play 
for less.
“ I’m enjoying myself. I’ve 
really gotten invoNed with my 
girls’ softball team, trying to
•O O L D -A R R O W -C A M P -^
SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
July and August at resident camp on Huntington Lake In the John 
Muir Wilderness for boys and girls ages 7-14. Counselors to In­
struct Waterskiing, Backpacking, Horseback Riding, Archery, 
Arts and Crafts, Riflery, Sailling and Windsurfing. Must be highly 
skilled. $300 a month plus room, board and laundry. For more in­
formation or an application:
Call.'Qary White, Program Dk. WrHe:Qold Arrow Camp Program Director 
(213) S1S4)63» 17280 8. Main Street Qardenf, onoaa
teach them,”  he said. “ We’re 
winning. It’s been fun."
Carew said that Angels’ 
standout Reggie Jackson has 
continued to suy in touch with 
him, and he appreciated that.
“ I’m just sitting back and ap­
plauding what he’s doing,’’ 
Carew said of Jackson, who hit 
his 336th career home run Sun­
day» tying him with Mickey 
Mantle for sixth place on 
baseball’s all-time home run list. 
Jackson will be 40 next Sunday.
Carew has a career batting 
average of .328. He hit .300 or 
more in 13 of his 19 major league 
seasons and collected his 3,000th 
career hit last August.
But, as he acknowledged, he 
hasn’t been a ower hitter and 
hasn’t driven in a lot of runs in 
recent years.
“ I don’t know what more I 
coukl have or should have done," 
Carew said. “ I think we all have 
some shortcomings in our talent.
“ It shows in the record what 
I've done in my 19-year career.
The Mustangs scored 216 
points to break the point total 
record without 'the help of i»- 
tional qualifier Celeste Paquette 
in the discus. Paquette was dis­
qualified from the event because 
of “ an illegal implement," Harter 
said.
Paquette had the leading 
throw in the competition, but 
was disqualified when it was 
discovered that the bearing in 
the middle of the disc was too 
big.
“ It was too bad because it 
wasn’t Celeste’s (Paquette) fault, 
it was a manufacturer’s defect," 
Harter said.
But H arter said the dis­
qualification probably motivated 
Paquette to come tock in the 
shot put. Paquette heaved the 
put 43’11”  to place second in the 
event.
Kathy Kahn picked up the 
slack for the Mustangs in the 
discus, with a winning throw of 
132’7" . Emily Ethington also 
picked up p o in ts  for the 
Mustangs with a third-place toss 
of 1 2 r0" . Julie Hoots finished 
fifth with a 103’6" mark.
The Mustangs also scored big 
in the 1,300-meters. Jill Ell- 
ingson won it in 4:23.06, followed 
by her teammate Lori Lopez in 
second with a time of 4:26.41. 
Kathy Hildebrand placed sixth 
for the Mustangs with a time of 
4:42.04.
Glades Prieur won the 800- 
meters for the Mustangs in 
2:07.63. Ellingson placed fourth 
in 2:11.48 with Karen Dowell 
right behind her in fifth at 
2:11.73.
The Mustangs are now prepar­
ing for the NCAA Division II 
Championships which will take 
place at Cal State Los Angeles 
May 21-24. If their season record 
is any indication of how the 
Musungs will do, they should 
run away with it:
Bucks go to 
Boston with 
hopes o f win
BOSTON (AP) — Bearing 
M ilw aukee in all five 
regu la r-season  m eetings 
doesn’t mean Boston will 
keep bearing the Bucks in the 
playoffs, Celtics’ forward 
Kevin McHale said Monday. 
He has other reasons for 
believing that.
McHale watched on televi­
sion as Milwaukee edged 
Philadelphia 113-112 Sunday 
to advance to the NBA’s 
Eastern Conference final 
series starting in Boston 
Garden Tuesday night. He 
wasn’t impressed with either 
club.
“ Neither team is playing so 
well that you say to yourself, 
‘We can’t beat either one of 
them,’ "  McHale said. “ The 
whole time I was watcMifg 
the game I was saying, ‘If we 
Sec BUCKS, Mge 11
BUCKS
* 4
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I play our game, we're going to do 
real well against either one of 
these teams.”
I The Bucks, though, are ap­
proaching the  best-of-seven 
series against a club which has 
won 74 of its 90 games this
season, in the only logical man­
ner.
“ We’re going in there expec­
ting to win,” Milwaukee forward 
Terry Cunmmings said.
Three of Milwaukee’s eight 
home losses were to the Celtics. 
The average margin in Boston’s
five victories was 10.2 poinu. 
The Celtics outrebounded the 
Bucks in four o f  those games.
r * 
What’s more significant are 
the facts that Milwaukee played 
an intense game just two days 
ago and Boston hasn’t played
since last Tuesday.
“ They’re going to be a little 
more tired than we are,”  MdHale 
said. “ We could be a little rusty. 
They could come off a big emo­
tional victory really high. We’ve 
got to take care of ourselves in 
the first quarter tomorrow
-i
(Tuesday) night and then after 
that we’ll probably get into our 
flow.”
The Bucks are going into 
Boston Garden where the Celtics 
were 37-1 during the regular 
season and are 5-0 in the 
playoffs.
AMA
M EETINO TO DAY 
11-12 ARCH 225 BE THEREI
AHENTION UN D ERW A TER  TH R ILL- 
SEEKERS: TIm  Scuba Club Is' gatting 
down St tha ChnI la. with the U C M  diva 
club Bring $49 to raa. a apot Tuaa. St13 
SCI N 20S. Info on Oat Wat.
CFO MAJORS ORAO. IN JUN E, AUQ or 
DEC of 1966 ara InvHad to lat SankK 
Brunch Iraa lor SankK and 1 guaat June 
1st 10:30am RSVP by May 23 Call Llaa at 
544-3760.
|v. COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
M EETING 
THUR86PM UU216
SH PE
Society of Hispanic Profaaalonal 
Enginssrs mooting Thursday May 19 
Elections for next yoar'a officar 
Banquet and voUoybaa toumamant 
will be discuaaad. Cast your votai
SAM SPEAKER
Deve Qsrth, Exocutiva Managar of tha 
SLO Chambar ol Commorca, wlll spoak 
on thè praaant and futura )ob maifcat on 
me Central Coast. Thurs. 9/15 al 11AM 
Bni123Ag Eng.
All Malors Watcome
WHEELMEN M EETIN G-offlcer nomina­
tions. etc. Wed 6PM Set N 201
FIVE GRADUATION TIC K ETS  FOR 
SALE. CALL NOW 1-671-6143 Jennifer
HORSEPACKINQ 
Horsepacking In tha Hfgh Sterra 
good lood. great hotaaa. May 24-26 
sign up In tha Escape Route U U 112.
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR ASI 
EXECUTIVE STAFF. ALL MAJORS MAY 
APPLY! HURRY! APS AVAILABLE IN UU
217A.
PINK TRIANGLES 
A tilm about antt-gay prefudloa 
Tuet 13 May 7PM San Lula Lounge 
Sponaorad by QLSU, MCC. and Housing
PRE LAW CLUB M TG; Speaker 
11am. May 15. Ag 22^ open to all.
School of Business 
AWARDS BANQUET
I May 30.7O0pm Spygtaaa Inn 
TKkata on sale In Buatnaaa Lobby
M Th.
SOPHOMORES S JU N IO fa i I 
WOULD YOU LIKE A CHALLENGE? 
WANT TO  TE S T  YOUR BODY AND 
CHALLENGE YOUR MINOT? 
CALL 5 4 6 ^7 1
a s k  ABOUT “ SUMMER TRAINING"
WOULD THE PERSON TH A T  STOLE MY 
“S ^ M P  JUMPER" M OUNTAIN BIKE 
last WEDS, PLEASE RETURN mil 
IMAGINE HOW I M UST F E E L  RETURN 
TO ORIGINAL SITE OR C A LL FOR 
ARRNGMNTS NO Q U B S n O N S  941-2294
* L C O H 0 L W H A T « ^ ^ a ^ m
* alcohol Is a drug. Gal tha 
'•eta about alcohol through our 
woikahopa. Ca6 tha Aloohol Paar 
MucatlonTaam at 946-1211 ________
J ^ to R A T U L A T lO N S  Crow and Company 
MISSEHAVIN, EMoeiaHy my 
[SOROR C R Y g T A L C U tE S u il D E O
Vani to go to Canada*a World Fair? 
•ro In Juna far two moRSia-Hip 
•cosai to falr-baek «u w o o lo f  
7 Schadula-«ort90IMnon6«. I*va 
7 «  *• bakMwrotMl a Maait CaN 
1-7114 M intseaaM afL B, Mark.
Thank you for tha wondarful 
aunaal braakfasL What can wa 
aay-you ara fanttastic and wa 
LovaYoul
YourLIttlaSIstaral
ASI Conoart prasants
The Alarm
May 30 In tha main gym Spm 
Studant Adv. 9.75 on sala Tuaa.
UU Plaza. Don’t miss HI
HELP! Triangla sorority pin lost! Sigma 
Kappa In cantar surrounded by paarta. 
Please call 541-4661 or 5434746 It found. 
Vary aantimantall!
HELP! A BLUE ARTBIN W/DRAFT 
MATERIALS LOST IN ARCH BLDG 
RM 225 ON 5/5. If found PLEASE 
CALL Carloa at 466-1169
LOST CAT
Female, orange, long hak, no claws. 
Please call 5444750
LOST CAT
Famala, Orange, Long hair. No Claws 
Please call 5444750.
LOST: Pair of glasses In the Ag Bldg. 
Brown frames. If found, please call Lisa 
5434901________________________________
REWARD! Tote Bag w/Books LOST In 
Lib. parking Lot on 4/30 PLEASE 
HELP!! Call Derek 5444030 Anytime
FREE-WELL ALMOST!! 
Tuna up your vehicle, at the ASI 
Hobby garage-mear the entrance to 
Poly Canyon. Open DAILY. Stop By.
Word Processing for the cleanest 
term reports. Affordabla and FA S T. 
One frae revisión’ “ 20H o ffll“ ’ 
Intro Offer-RESUME BANK-4 high 
quakty coplea/lndeflnite storage 
Reg. $15. NOW $10 for 2 pga. BOTH 
OFFERS to 5/26.5434161. M-Sa. 04.
"A " Papers come from Linda Black 
Laser Typeset Resume $15 941-3663
AAA Secretarial service 
Papera-Reeumee Letters 
Word Processing
Classified Computer. 756 SanU Rosa, 
5430321
/kccurate, neat $ reasonable typing, 
paper, protects, resumes. 526-7066.
a c c u r a t e , p r o f e s s io n a l  t y p i n g , in
SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE 541-1567.
COMPUT4T 5444420. Quality word 
processing, term papers, professional 
resumes. Top quality laser prIntJng.l 
Indoors.Don’t spend your Sprir^j Call
Suzie for your typing needs. 5 ^7 6 0 0 .
Editing $ Typing. Senior P ro lectS M  my 
apeclaiw. APA format '
Vickie, Tiger Stream Press, PB 7734290.
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING N EED 8CA LL * '  
B O N N IE . 5 43-0520, E V E S .
OVERNIGHT Service (u a u a ll ;^  
$ l40»g ty p lc s t  Leslie 5404030_________
R4f( WORDPROCE88INO AND TTTONU 
(ROMA); M-Bat0am4 pm; 5444901 
REASONABLE RAETZ TYPING 8ERV.
C A U  NANCY A F T B t 6PM 5434774 
Rseumas, Papers. Protects, Word
SCRIBE SHOP 461-0466. Typing, 
word processing. Open all ysar.
Typing-Word Processing 772-5053 
Senior Projects, Resumes, Etc.
Wsekand typing S IjOO pg BLO/PISMO 
Qsstgla $40-7703 EdWgood speNI
WORDPROCESSINO, SENIOR 
PROJECTS. PAPERS 5400633
SOPHOMORES $ JUNIOR8II 
COULD YOU USE AN EXTRA $200hno. 
AFTER YOU GRADUATE?? 
CHECK IT O UT CA LL 9464371 
ASK ABOUT “ SUMMER TRAINING" ^
ALASKA SUM MER EM P LO YM EN T! 
Working In Flshertss 
Excellent earning potential -  $10,000 
plus for 2 months. Over6000 openings. 
Complete detailed i960 guldanoe booklet 
Including everything one should know 
and employment llsttngs. Send $5.00 to 
M and L Research, P.O. Box 64006, Sealle 
Wa06124.
CRUISESHIP8: AIRLINES.HIRINO! 
S U M M E R .C A R E E R .O V E R S E A S IC A L L  
FOR GUI0E,CAS8ETTE,NEW 88ERVICE. 
916-044-4444 ext .  C W 2 1 .
Part time sales worker. RJ Reynolds 
Tobacco Is seeking an Individual to In­
stall fixtures In retail calls. Must havs 
own car. Up to 20 hours per week. Call 
/karon evenings and weekends at 941- 
4240.
SUMMER JO BS 2 40hrf120hrwk 
MUST HAVE CLEAN DRIVING RECORD 
and Enjoy Working with Psopla 
Contact Kathy at 5414791 Salary 
$4hr
SUMMER JOBS:
Fine High Sierra Family and Girts Camp 
seeks llveJn COUNSELORS (16up) to 
TEACH: DramaMcs, Riding, VauHIng, 
Horse Caro, Crafts. Swimming, Water 
BaNet. Watsrskling, FoR GuHar, Tarmis, 
Gymnastics, Archery. Rittery, Canoeing, 
Sailing, Nature44lklng, Prs4chool.
ALSO NEED: program DHector, and 
1.(00012274000
TR U C K  DRIVER W A N TE D . Local 
dellvetles of building malarial. Approxi­
mately 2540 per weak. Must havs truck 
expertsrrce and good DMV record. Must 
be avaltabla during surrmtsr. Min. age 21, 
can 0am-4pm 544-1316__________________
Work your summer In beautiful 
LA KB TA H O E
Souvenir« T-ehkt saiea. Comer 
Cata. Subsidised housing. 4.00 par/hr 
sign up at placement center.
Am dakir Am berSIIO 
Computer MonHor0060146
ATARI 800XL ALHOOBT NEW. 
Lot of software printer modem. 
Can 5414414. $400
Bathlng suH salai All onei>leoa 
balhittg suHs on sala at 30%  off 
for month of May oniy at Bea Barn 
at AvNa Beaoh.
Bathino suH salai All oneplece 
bathlng suNs on sala at 30% off 
for month of May only at The Bea 
Barn In Avita BeaohI
Conn trumpet wHh caaa A aoa $360 
seasuH wetsuK top $2Sph 9430406
GYMPACK 1000 sH est, xtra wts $160 
544-7012
NAGEL
NC*7unkamed
$a0Oubu6 « $ iM $ A my
HP 160B PBI^BONAL COMPUTER 
Expanded to 512 k, twin doublooided diac 
drive, Thinktat printer, lots of expensive 
graphic software and extra blank dies, 
bought new In Sept, less than 100 hours 
use, still under .warranty, $2900 firm.
Call 541-4366
Ws Just do n batteri Swimmer 
Sunglasses. T-Shirts.
WINDSURFERS 
2 simmers Belton RAF Sails 
66ft and 49ft $170 each.
One up 36ft storm sail at $40 
CA LL S C O TT AT 9404607
2 Boardsallors: WkKfgllder, beginner's 
board. Marker Intermediate board. Extras 
$350 each. 5444064 after 5
HONDA SPREE SCOOTER $ EXTRAS 
Perfect condHIon, red, only used 
a few times. $309.00 obo call any 
time after 9 «0  pm at 5444146.
1062 KAW30S 2500 MILES 
EXCELLENT SHAPE $600541-6414
D IAM O N D 4ACK  FLEAT8TREAK w/aoc 
perfect commuHng bRe-llke new 
$225 5432002 John
VOLKSW AGEN CABRIOLET. CHARCOAL 
Metallic w/black top. Many xiras.
XLN T COND. GREAT FOR TH E  GRAD 
OR JU S T FOR SUMMER FUN. 5414763
F rmmata needed to share rm In 
Laguna Lk condo $1$0kno, all util 
pd. WaaherMryer, garage, Jacuzzi, 
frplc. AvsU now 5414601
Fern noedod to share rm In fully fum. 
Laguna Lake condo. $30$/mo avail now 
micro, bekyd, waah/dry, etc. 541-1764
Fem needed to share room for 
summer, fum. micro, wster paid 
cloee to campus POOL 5400152
FEM RMMT W ANTED 160kno 
CLOSE TO  POLY CALL 9414726
FEM RMMT NEEDED TO  SHARE BORM 
In large apt 3 mki w R to Poly. Summer 
86 A next school yr. ONLY $173/MTH 
C A LL KATHY OR LEAVE MSGE 5441451
Fem rmmte neededrSum. sublet 615-8/31. 
Orest spt-Staf O a ^ b is ,  H20 pd. $225 for 
ENTIRE sumlll CaH Karen now-546 
004311
Female Rmmt needed Fall share 
2bd /kpt Fum, water, gw, cabis 
Pd, 9 min from Poly 170/mo 
5400177.
JEWrSKBWMTS”
Great house, cheap renL super 
envlronmeni Brnr/FaH 541478S
OW N RM. SHARE LARGE N IC ttY  F U R lT  
CONDO FOR SUMMER. 2 CAR OAR, DW, 
FP. BY MEADOW PK. RE8P M ALE NON- 
SMOKER. AVAIL JUN E 15 $266 phis 
DEP, 1/2 UTIL. JO H N  aft6541-0662
ROOM AV A ILA B Li NOW  $ 2 »
- own room In Laguna Lake area apt.
$225 Dapoalt. CaH 541-1326
SPLENDIO BUMMER SUBLET 1 Bdrm 
overlooking pool 5 mbi waR to 
Poly $360kno. 9440006.
1, 2. or 3 Ps Shr Apt bog 9M$. Closs to 
Poly, pooL caMs. Nloa pisos. $204mo/sa 
541-4ni-Uoa8oont
1or2Frm tsnasdad 
CHEAP ROfTI ASAP 5434m
4660734, Evas. PHD CAPfOOWN BLACK STB 773137«.
3 F RMTS. PAU S3. BHARE METR BORM 
IN OONOa $ie0Mw. niRN. CAU S«6 
0470
3 Fem. needed to share 2bdrm, 2%  bath 
townhouse, pool, fp. $200mo. MUST BE 
NEAT. QUIET, Call 5414260 (Mary)
3F Roomates needed 206/mo to shro 
Fully fum. New Lgn LKCondo,ffpl., 
gar,wash/dry, AvsU Sum. A Fall 
9464115 Allison.
4 F rrnta for Fall $190 shr, $300 own 
micro, d/w, w/d, grg 5469190 Nancy
/kpL Subtst for Sum Qtr. 2 Bdrm, 
cIs to Poly, Prioe Nag. Will Rent 
by room or bed. 54M130 5443664
Apt 4 Sum/FaH $l50/mo and Eleotrte 
1/2 mile to Poly Call Fred 541-3562
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDRM LAGUNA LAKE 
HOUSE-SUMMER R E N TA L  5464467
NAME YOUR P R KEI 
Summer SubNt NewTeswheussI 
2bdmi, 21/2 bath, POOL bim, tbR s 
ft Poly. C a i $464274 Of 3$$3 or $133
NEEDED: Two fornaio roommatos to 
share master bedroom In house on 
Johnson Ave. $186 each 5443096
OWN RM IN LARGE 4BDRM APT 
236MO NEAR POLY CA LL 5447374
Own room In house-clean, 2 bRs to Po­
ly .Lndry, patio, micro car-port. Avail 616 
only $260/mo. call 544-3791
STUDEN T HOUSING A T  ITS BEST!
2 BORM 2 BATH  FURNISHED CONDOS 
KIT DISHWASHER POOL REC ROOM 
ON SITE M ANAGEM ENT WALK TO  
POLY 79 STENNER ST. 5466566 
FOR INFO
Summer Sublet Condo with pool. 
2bdrm, negotiable. Call 5466227
SUMMER 8UBLETI $900 FOR ENTIRE 
SUMMER! Nice 1 bdnn A p t w pvt 
patio, laundry, pod, sauna. WaR 
Jsffbrttoschod. 54143861 5XX)pm
Summer apt!-2person,1 bdrm,near 
campus,fumlahedj>od,bbq 5447961.
SUMMER SUBLEASE 2 ROOMS IN 
HOUSE.
Own rm A bath 290knon or own rm for 
500/8UMMER CALL 5430267 AVAIL 6/15
SUMMER SUBLEA8E.2 romms In houle. 
Own rm A bath 290/mon or own rm for 
SOOfsummer caH 5430267JkVAH. 6/19
SUMMER SUBLET 2 BDRM HOUSE 
FURN.1125ENT/SUM 5469986
SUMMER SUBLET 1 BORM APT FORI 
OR 2 NEAR POLY NEG 5469966
W 0008ID E  GARDEN'S APT8 Stili 
have a few Imtd opngs for 88/67, 
contract/ysar. Some open 4 bdrm 
apts evali to approved appints. 
CALL 9447007 or come by 200 N. 
Santa Roaa, BLO M ON-FRI6 5
3 bdrm duplex 2 bath, garage, 
$790,4 bdrm house In SLO WHO 
and $910.6446386.
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free Hst of aH the affordable houses 
A  condos for sale In SLO, A Info on new 
eomtos aear Poly, caH Steve Nelson, F/S 
INC.943B37D
For a froa Hst of propertleo for 
saio In SLO or a nee ovahitaHon 
of whst youf p iw snt property It 
wotVi, o o l Jbn MoBrtde at Century 
21.B41-1$t1 Days. 9416101 N IG H n
‘ 12 Tueidoy, May 13,1986 Muttang Daily
LIBRARY
j
F ro * |M |c l
the ibdvet may walk out of the 
library without asking,, the cir­
culation desk to retrieve the ma- 
teriab. — -----
Beymer says weeding is a big 
job, and more money will have to 
be budgeted for this purpose if 
an effective job is to be done.
The state Department of Fi­
nance is currently pushing for a 
policy to eliminate the need for 
future library space within the 
CSU.
According to a statement by 
ah e  Department of Finance: 
“ Once the Legislature has pro­
vided sufficient space to accom­
modate library n e ^ ,  it is up to 
the CSU to develop the opera­
tional strategy to insure that 
future growth will not result in 
the need for additional space."
1 A pnqioted sutewide policy 
/would use a three-tiered storage 
' scheme to include on-campus 
/ storage (such as Dexter), off- 
campus storage and discarding 
of materials no longer needed.
The Chancellor’s Office has 
decided, however, that off-cam­
pus storage is not a good idea for 
academic ^libraries where quick 
access is necessary, although 
such facilities are currently in 
use for many research-oriented 
institutions, including the Uni­
versity of California.
Also, there may be questions 
as to what items are truly no
longer needed. What some pro­
fessors and librarians consider 
useieu may not coincide with 
what others consider useless.
The Dq»rtm ent o f Hnance is 
planning for the CSU system- 
w ide lib ra ry  co llec tio n  to  
stabilize at 21 million volumes in 
about 10 years. Once a stable 
collection is reached, the CSU 
must discard as many volumes 
as it acquires each year.
Adalian says he doesn’t know 
how the Department of Finance 
came up with the figure of 21 
million volumes.
According to figures provided 
by Adalian, Cal Poly annually 
adds 19,997 volumes to  its 
library collection. This ukes up
Nice... Quiet... Comfoztable
Now Accepting Spring and Fall Reservations
• Two-Story townhouse apartments
• 3 bedrooms, 1 Vi bathrooms
• Completely furnished
• All utilities included
(except cable-TV and telephone)
• Within easy walking distance to Cal Poly
• Within one block of two shopping centers
• Aerobics and fitness center
555 Ramona Drive • San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
805/543-1450
FATTE ALBERT'S PIZZA
S L C )  b e s t  r c ì s t i ì ì c i  Ì ' i z / . ì  f o r  L e s s !
C h e c k - o u t  r a t t e  A l b e i t  s  [ ) o u b l e  D e a l  t ' o i  ' t O n . . .
BUY 1 PIZZA- G e tI d e n t i c a l  P i / / a -FREE
Ou r  b u y  1. q r t  I f r e e  o f f e t  is  n o i  <i I t i m e  of f er ,  t h i s  d e u l  
is a iu i i l ab l e  dt  a l l  t i m e s  »  is j u s t  a n o t h e r  e x a m p l e  o f  
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approximately 2,000 square feet 
per year.
Tlwre is 6,374 square feel left 
for growth in the library, and 
8,037 square feet in Dexter. Bas­
ed on CSU space formula and 
current available space, the 
Kennedy Library has seven years 
o f growth if the collection con­
tinues to grow at the present 
rate.
There are other solutions being 
developed to curb library growth 
problems. *
CSU Northridge is considering 
an automated access facility to 
solve problems of overcrowding 
at its Oviatt Library. This facili­
ty would be like a warehouse full 
of bins of books in dense stacks. 
Each aisle would contain a col­
umn with a mechanical retriever. 
Patrons would give the card 
catalog number to a computeriz­
ed cifculation desk, and the bin 
containing the book would be 
retrieved.
This system is seen as cost ef­
fective when compared to tradi­
tional library construction. I '  
1984 the total projected cost for
a traditional library building at 
Northridge was S ^ . l  million. 
The projected cost of expansion 
with the automated access facili­
ty was S14 million, according to 
the HBW report.
Further use of microforms is 
also encouraged by the repori. 
but there is no uniform opinion 
among library professionals 
regarding the role o f microforms.
The report rejects on-site com­
pact storage because it consumes 
too much su ff  time and such 
storage does not provide a long­
term solution. I
Adalian says comprehensive 
weeding of materials will'  pro­
bably be the direction taken by 
the CSU to approach zero coHec- 
tion growth. _
On Thursday tha implications 
o f discarding library materials in 
order to make room fo r  new items 
will be examined. Also, the grout­
ing role o f computers In libraries 
will be examined as the Kennedy 
Library plans to replace thecard 
catalog with computer terminals 
in the ¡987-88fiscal year..
SLUGS
Fram pagal
Sea Uons as a mascot for the 
seaside campus."
“ It’s a symbol of .the ideology 
involved, not justj what the 
mascot’s going to be," said Eric 
Satzman, chairman of the Stu­
dent Union Assembly, which 
sponsored the mascot election.
He noted that “ this university 
is in a period of transition. 
There’s a lot of pressure to make 
it more traditional."
Studenu want progress, he 
said, “ but we want to maintain
some of our non-football mentali­
ty.”
Students have for years used 
the Banana Slug as a de faao  
symbol of the school.
The matter had originally been 
scheduled for a vote during 
regular campus elections held 
last month but was pulled 
because Sinsheimer felt it “ inap­
propriate."
Banana Slugs was one of six 
nicknames on a ballot and stu­
dents selected that over Sea 
Lions.
forever gold
We’ve been designing wedding sets for over 
14 years. (3an we help you with yours?
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IN THE NETWORK MALL. SAN LUIS OBISPO 
AND OUR NEW STORE AT 970 CHORRO
